
 
 

CCC v London Erratics – Sunday 27th July 2018 
 

It seems as long as the sun continues to shine on Chilmark, so does Chilmark continue to shine on 
the cricket field. 
 
The London Erratics arrived with just nine players, two of whom appeared to have been collected 
from a retirement home on the way. None-the-less, they were keen. Chilmark captain Brand King 
walked to the middle with his opposite number and, after being asked about playing conditions, 
proceeded to explain the various rules regarding no balls and wides etc. The Erratics captain listened 
politely and then clarified - ‘I meant how is the pitch playing?’ Yes, King was in good form. Minutes 
later he entered the change rooms and informed Brigadier James ‘Rocket’ Stevenson that he 
intended to bat his youngest son, George, at eleven, but ‘probably give him a good bowl’. Stevenson 
was having none of that and it was mutually agreed that young George could bat anywhere he well 
pleased. Which would be later in the day anyway, as The Erratics won the toss. 
 
With a surfeit of bowlers to choose from, many of them young and nimble, King instead opted to 
give the new ball to Darren Lee. Lee is better known as the father of one of the club’s best cake 
bakers - Katie Lee - but on his day can still be a damaging bowler. Sunday was not his day. Four 
wicketless overs at the price of 25 runs took care of that, however Katie’s Victoria Sandwich cake 
ensured the family name was salvaged. 
 
From the non-Pettigrew end returning youngster Marcus Bird charged in and frightened the life out 
of the more senior of the Erratics opening batsmen. In his third over he looked to have his man, 
when a very audible outside edge was pouched behind the stumps by Jason Stearman. However the 
umpire - a young and sheepish fellow - claimed to be unsure if there had been a touch. The batsman 
stood his ground, sighting the umpire’s indecision. Unruffled, Bird went back to his mark and bowled 
even faster. In his next over he knocked the same batsman’s middle stump out of the ground. 
 
Sam Packer took over from Lee at the Pettigrew end and began a spell that will not long be 
forgotten. In his second over he had the remaining opener plumb in front, before, in his third, 
knocking back the off stump with consecutive deliveries. The hat trick ball was survived, but with 
figures of 3-9 off four overs, Sam had eyes on the honours board. 
 
Meanwhile it was time for a Stevenson. New middle order batsman George was first up, taking the 
ball from the non-Pettigrew end and causing the batsmen all kinds of trouble. Just a single came 
from the first of his four excellent overs, as he helped Chilmark keep their foot on the Erratics 
throats. 



 
The drinks break beckoned but before that there was time for one speculative over of ‘spin’. It’s 
possible Ben Fowles is the most underrated bowler in Chilmark’s ranks, by the simple virtue that 
none of his teammates rate him whatsoever. Yet Frog Lane’s eighth best cricketer is one of the 
leading wicket takers this season. Exactly how this paradox has manifested was laid bare in his first 
over, when his sixth delivery came out so completely wrong that it appeared he was actually aiming 
for an insect lounging a few feet away on the adjacent pitch. Unflustered Fowles used the extra 
delivery to lure the batsman into whacking a long hop straight to James Stevenson at extra cover. 
 
Following a particularly rich orange squash mix for drinks, Mac Stevenson took over from his brother 
at the non-Pettigrew end. And much like his brother he produced an excellent spell, drawing 
numerous plays and misses and very nearly taking a wicket (the catch eluding his father’s desperate 
lunge at mid-off). 
 
With Fowles unable to reproduce his wicket taking delivery (yet frequently able to reproduce the 
insect killer that preceded it), he was replaced by Ned Pattenden. Pattenden has long claimed to 
have once been an excellent bowler, but that was two children and countless wides ago. Despite this 
his last trip to the bowing crease during the Hong Kong game saw glimpses of his glory days. So with 
the ball in hand there was some hope that we might be in for a bout of vintage Ned. We weren’t to 
be disappointed. Pattenden had the ball on a string, giving it just the right amount of flight and 
putting it in very difficult spots on the pitch. Best of all, he was getting serious turn. From the 
boundary Fowles claimed that this made he and Pattenden spin twins, which is an insult to 
Pattenden in numerous ways. 
 
Pattenden deserved a wicket, but the one he got he really shouldn’t have. The ball pitched well 
outside off stump, making the LBW void, yet ever the optimist Pattenden appealed (he was the only 
one). Remarkably the umpire gave it (perhaps evening the ledger) and the Erratics were 118-6 in the 
27th over. 
 
Now operating from the non-Pettigrew end was James Stevenson, meaning that every over bowled 
from that end came from the same (extended) family. The most senior of the lot showed the 
youngsters how to do it. After opening with a maiden he then removed the off stump of the number 
three bat, who by now had scored 62, then repeated the dose in his fourth over. 
 
While he was doing that Sam Packer returned, eager to get his name alongside his brother on the 
bowling honours board. He was one step away when he tore out a middle stump in his fifth over, 
then, with just one wicket left, he trapped the Erratics number 11 plumb in front. To make things 
extra sweet his figures of 5-11 were the best ever five wicket haul by a Chilmark bowler at Cleeves 
Farm. The previous best? Harry Packer’s 5-15. 
 
The Erratics had scrambled to 146 all out, but it was evidenced by the way they tucked in, that they 
really only came for the tea. 
 



Well they might. Janey Middleton’s egg mayo sandwiches were scrumptious; Becky Lee’s prawn 
sandwiches were moorish; Morag Philpott’s tuna & cucumber and mustard & salad sandwiches were 
divine. Carl Jacobs made cheese and pickle. The Middleton kitchen also provided scones, the Lee’s a 
Victoria sandwich cake, while Bev Small whipped up a carrot cake. 
 
Bird and Pattenden opened the batting for Chilmark, each getting off the mark with sumptuous 
boundaries down the ground. But really it was a partnership of contrasts, with Bird swinging at 
everything within range and Pattenden practicing his forward defence. A little something for 
everyone. 
 
Pattenden’s method was first to fail though, losing his stumps after a well-made 10. Jake Taylor 
came in at three, keen to make an impact on the game after not getting a bowl. He lasted five balls, 
with one going for six and the last going down the point fielder’s throat. 
 
Chilmark were 26-2 in the seventh over, which soon became 30-3 when Bird (9) edged to slip. It 
might have been a precarious position, were the middle order not stacked with Stevensons. Mac and 
George brought things under control, each of the boys looking completely at home at the crease. 
Sound defence was interspersed with some cracking drives to the boundary, as the brothers took 
Chilmark’s score towards 50. But just as he was looking ready to cut loose, George was bowled for 
nine. 
 
No matter, James Stevenson came to the middle, hit his first ball for four and once again showed the 
youngsters how it was done. A swift learner, Mac was soon matching his father shot for shot, as the 
pair put on 69 for the fifth wicket. When he was finally caught for an excellent 33 Chilmark were 
within touching distance of victory, with plenty of overs remaining. 
 
Sam Packer came in at seven and was nearly straight back in the pavilion when an edge was dropped 
behind the stumps by Carl Jacobs. Jacobs had initially selected himself as captain of Chilmark for this 
game, but then dropped himself in mysterious circumstances. Yet here he was wicketkeeping for the 
opposition. He was good too and even had the gaul to try and stump Mac Stevenson while his father 
was batting at the other end. 
 
In the end Packer and Stevenson senior saw Chilmark home with nine overs to spare, leaving plenty 
of time for the players to have an ice bath in preparation for the Chatsworth tour. 
 
Chilmark CC 148-5 (J Stevenson 42 not out; M Stevenson 33) defeated London Erratics CC 146 (S 
Packer 5-11; J Stevenson 2-8) 


